Single Cabs Pick- Ups
No.

Item Specification

1 Color: White
2 General: 4×4 Single Cabs Pick- Ups, Petrol - Model :2021
3 Current Model
Bidders must offer the current models of vehicles for which supply of spare parts will be guaranteed for at least the next five (5) years. All
bidders and manufacturers must have an agent in the SUDAN.
4 After Sales Service
The Purchaser attaches considerable importance to the prompt availability of spare parts and services to ensure full utilization of the vehicles.
Services facilities, including those authorized to undertake service and a full range of repairs under warranty.
5 Maintenance
Bidders shall provide advice on preventative maintenance, periodic overhaul etc.
6 Vehicle Guarantee
The minimum period for guarantee shall be a minimum of twenty four (24) months or fifty thousand kilometers (50.000 km) of operation
whichever occurs first.
Requirements:
1- Detailed Technical specification √
2- Country of origin √
3- Type of Brand √
4- Year of production √
7 Detailed Technical specification
1. Type:
a. Heavy duty.
b. It should be suitable and of wide use in Sudan.
c. Designed for sandy, Muddy roads during the rainy seasons and rough terrain during dry season.
d. Seating capacity: five persons.
2. Engine:
a. 4 stroke, 4 cylinders, and vertical in line, approx. 2000 ml capacity.
b. Water cooled system with increased capacity for continuous operation under hot tropical climate.
c. Heavy duty air intake filtration with cyclone type pre-cleaner to suit dusty conditions and installed above the engine.
3. Chassis:
Ladder type, pressed steel box section, strong metallic front bumper.
4. Transmission:
Manual Transmission 6 Speed & one rearward.
Synchromesh with high\ low range selector, 2WD \4WD selector, Floor mounted gear shift lever(for 4WD).
5. Brakes:
Hydraulic with vacuum booster, disc type front and drum type rear. Mechanical parking brake.
6. Steering:
L.H.D recalculating ball and nut, power assisted (hydraulic).
7. Suspension:
Front: Coil spring plus hydraulic shock absorber and stabilizer.
Rear: leaf spring plus hydraulic shock absorber.
8. Ground clearance:
Minimum 200mm, high clearance is preferred.
9. Wheel and Tiers:
Tire: 8PR. 225/70R17 Or Equivalent.
Alloy rims.
10. Fuel Tank:
Main tank capacity minimum 70 liters fitted with lockable cap preferable.
11. Electric System:
12 volt system 45-55 AH heavy duty battery. All light system should satisfy international traffic laws.
12. Accessories:
- Air Conditioning.
- Power window.
- Power mirror.
- Gear Jack.
- Standard Tool Kit.
- FM \ AM Radio + CD player.
-Mud Guards Front and Rear.
-Interior and Exterior Mirrors.
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13. Safety system:
-ABS, Immobilizer, High mount stop lamp.
-Air bag (P+D) +neck.
-Seat Belts.
14. Drawing or Pictures
These Bidding Documents Includes the following drawings or pictures.
-Catalogue
Double Cabs Pick- Ups
No.

Item Specification

1 Color: White
2 General: 4×4 Double Cabs Pick- Ups, Petrol, Model: 2021
Current Model
Bidders must offer the current models of vehicles for which supply of spare parts will be guaranteed for at least the next five (5) years. All
bidders and manufacturers must have an agent in the SUDAN.
3 After Sales Service
The Purchaser attaches considerable importance to the prompt availability of spare parts and services to ensure full utilization of the
vehicles. Services facilities, including those authorized to undertake service and a full range of repairs under warranty.
4 Maintenance
Bidders shall provide advice on preventative maintenance, periodic overhaul etc.
5 Vehicle Guarantee
The minimum period for guarantee shall be a minimum of twenty four (24) months or fifty thousand kilometers (50.000 km) of operation
whichever occurs first.
6 Requirements:
1- Detailed Technical specification √
2- Country of origin √
3- Type of Brand √
4- Year of production √
7 Detailed Technical specification
1. Type:
a. Heavy duty.
b. It should be suitable and of wide use in Sudan.
c. Designed for sandy, Muddy roads during the rainy seasons and rough terrain during dry season.
d. Seating capacity: five persons.
2. Engine:
a. 4 stroke, 4 cylinders, and vertical in line, approx. 2000 ml capacity.
b. Water cooled system with increased capacity for continuous operation under hot tropical climate.
c. Heavy duty air intake filtration with cyclone type pre-cleaner to suit dusty conditions and installed above the engine.
3. Chassis:
Ladder type, pressed steel box section, strong metallic front bumper.
4. Transmission:
Automatic Gear box.
Synchromesh with high\ low range selector, 2WD \4WD selector, Floor mounted gear shift lever(for 4WD).
5. Brakes:
Hydraulic with vacuum booster, disc type front and drum type rear. Mechanical parking brake.
6. Steering:
L.H.D recalculating ball and nut, power assisted (hydraulic).
7. Suspension:
Front: Coil spring plus hydraulic shock absorber and stabilizer.
Rear: leaf spring plus hydraulic shock absorber.
8. Ground clearance:
Minimum 200mm, high clearance is preferred.
9. Wheel and Tiers:
Tire: 8PR. 225/70R17 Or Equivalent, Alloy rims.
10. Fuel Tank:
Main tank capacity minimum 70 liters fitted with lockable cap preferable.
11. Electric System:
12 volt system 65-70 AH heavy duty battery. All light system should satisfy international traffic laws.
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12. Accessories:
- Air Conditioning.
- Power window.
- Power mirror.
- Gear Jack.
- Standard Tool Kit.
- FM \ AM Radio + CD player.
-Mud Guards Front and Rear.
-Interior and Exterior Mirrors.
13. Safety system:
-ABS, Immobilizer, High mount stop lamp.
-Air bag (P+D)_ Nick
-Seat Belts.
14. Drawing or Pictures
These Bidding Documents Includes the following drawings or pictures.
-Catalogue
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